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Pope Gives Message to  
Congress on Immigration
By Siani Barbosa 
 On Thursday, September 24, Pope 
Francis reached out to Congress 
by making a speech about 
accepting the millions of illegal 
immigrants and asking them to 
join a campaign to combat gainst 
climate change and poverty. He 
also asked for a fairer economy, 
abolition of the death penalty, 
protection of the ethnic and 
religious individuals, outlawing of 
the global “blood” trade in arms, 
and protection of the traditional 
family. Parts of his speech 
included indirect arguments 
towards some conservatives, one 
of them including Donald Trump, 
who is against accepting illegal 
immigrants into the country.

His speech drew an abundant 
amount of positive feedback from 
his followers. It thus changed 
America’s view as not only seeing 
him as a spiritual leader but also 
a political one. Throughout his 
time on the floor of the House of 
Representatives, he received an 
overwhelming amount of applause 
and standing ovations while 
presenting his messages.

Pope Francis spoke to some issues 
that revealed the differences 
between Democrats and 
Republicans. His remarks about 
abortion and protecting and 
defending human life received the 
most praise from the Republican 
side, while his remarks about 
climate change were more well-

By Maggie Davis

English changes over time. Some 
words and rules are forgotten. 
Others are born. Some rules 
begin to die, and grammarians 
debate whether or not they are 
useful enough to be resurrected. 
Others pop up out of nowhere, 
and a grammarian’s problem is 
to determine if they should stay. 
Two debated grammar guidelines 
have existed for years, and even 
now, knowledgeable scholars 
are divided about their uses. The 
first guideline, when to use the 
subordinator “which” and when 
to use “that,” grew up from a 
rule created in the 17th or 18th 
century. The second, the use of 
the Oxford comma, has never 
been an official rule. Here are the 
backgrounds of both guidelines 
so that you can make informed 
choices about using these different 
disputed rules: 

Which vs. that: For a long time, 
when modern English was still 
young, “that” and “which” were 
pretty much interchangeable in 
complex sentences. However, a 
few hundred years ago, according 

to Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 
some grammarians got together 
and decided to create order 
by making “that”the word for 
beginning restrictive clauses - 
clauses that are necessary for 
someone to understand what is 
referred to in the sentence. For 
example, you might say, “The 
homework that is due tomorrow 
is higher on my priority list 
than the homework that is due 
next Monday.” Without the 
restrictive clauses to tell when 
each assignment is due, you 
wouldn’t know which assignment 
was which. On the other hand, 
if you said something like “The 
homework, which is due next 
Monday, is going to take me all 
weekend to finish,” the part telling 
when the homework is due would 
be a nonrestrictive clause - just 
bonus, inessential information. By 
this rule, you would use “which.”

However, since the rule was 
created, skilled and educated 
writers have continued to use 
“which” in restrictive clauses. A 
writer well aware of the distinction 
between the two words might 
nonetheless write, “The homework 

which is due tomorrow is higher 
on my priority list” and argue that 
he or she is correct because the 
restrictive “which” has been in 
constant use for centuries. Even 
Kory Stamper, an associate editor 
at Merriam-Webster, supports 
the use of the restrictive “which.” 
So if you want to use “which” in 
a restrictive clause, you are not 
wrong by most people’s standards. 
However, know that some 
traditionalist grammarians will 
hound you constantly about such 
usage.

Oxford comma: The serial 
comma, often called the Oxford 
comma, is the comma that 
comes before the last item in 
a list: “I’m going to the store 
to get tangerines, toothpaste, 
multivitamins, and baking soda.” 
You may have learned that the 
Oxford comma is optional, and 
most grammarians agree that this 
is true. However, they are split 
about whether it is better to use it 
or leave it out. Many newspapers 
and magazines leave it out to save 
ink, but many writers insist that 
it usually makes sentences 
clearer. For example, the 

following is based on a common 
example of the Oxford comma’s 
usefulness: “I would like to thank 
my parents, Mr. Berrios and Kim 
Kardashian.” The problem with 
this sentence is that it is not clear 
whether Mr. Berrios and Kim 
Kardashian make up the rest of 
a list of people to thank or an 
appositive - a phrase that adds 
information about something 
or someone, in this case “my 
parents.” Without the Oxford 
comma, it might look like my 
parents are Mr. Berrios and Kim 
Kardashian. But if you add the 
Oxford comma, the only way to 
interpret the group is as a list, 
separating “my parents” from 
both “Mr. Berrios” and “Kim 
Kardashian” and thanking each 
individually. In general, many 
writers recommend using the 
Oxford comma so that no scandal 
will arise from a bit of confusing 
grammar.

In the end, it is your choice 
which words to use and how to 
punctuate your lists. However, 
you are now well-aware of the 
background knowledge necessary 
to make an informed choice. 

Controversial Grammar: Constantly debated issues of 
grammar & usage and what you should use in your papers

received by the Democrats. 
Despite the differences, Francis’ 
speech overall appeared humble 
and determined throughout, 
attempting to avoid offending 
anyone.After finishing up his 
speech with his concern about the 

Syrian crisis, creating more jobs, 
and reforming criminal justice, he 
left for the St Matthew’s Cathedral 
to pray with the homeless people 
and many others, and then headed 
to Philadelphia for the weekend.
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By Rebecca Chen

Looking for a new club to join? 
Or maybe you need some ideas 
for your service learning project? 
Whatever your case may be, 
fear no more. In addition to 
helping you fulfill your service 
requirement, the opportunities 
listed below are perfect 
opportunities to meet new friends 
and cultivate new interests!

VOSH (Volunteer Optometric 
Services to Humanity)

What: A service club dedicated 
to providing eyeglasses for the 
underprivileged in third world 
countries. Projects include sorting, 
washing, and packaging glasses for 
shipment. 

When: Every Monday

Where: Library Classroom

H2O For Life

What: Educates students about 
the water crisis, while proactively 
working to support international 
schools without clean, sustainable 
water. 

When: Every Friday

Where: Audion

Quilts for Kids

What: Quilts for Kids is a 
nonprofit organization that helps 
to comfort children in need 
by creating quilts. *You must 
purchase your own fabric*

When: Every Tuesday

Where: Mrs. Anello’s classroom

Build On

What: A service organization that 
centers on building schools and 
creating accessible education for 
all children. Annual trek trips are 
taken to other countries to begin 
the foundation of a new school 
as well as to learn about other 
cultures. 

When: Thursdays

Where: Mr. Hunt’s classroom 
(225) or the Audion

Yearbook

What: A club that enables tech-
savvy and creative teenagers to 
showcase their web design skills 
by creating the largest Abington 
publication. 

When: Tuesdays/Wednesdays

Where: Mr. O’Donnell’s classroom 
(S-103)

Key Club

What: Service program for high 
schoolers to encourage volunteer 
work in local communities. 

When: One Wednesday per 
month

Abingtonian

What: The Abingtonian is 
Abington’s monthly school 
newspaper, where students like 
you can make your voice heard!

When: The first Thursday of every 
Month

Where: Mr. Saylor’s Room (240)

Fun Clubs and Service     
Opportunities To Try!

by Maggie Davis 
     As of September 9, the reign 
of Queen Elizabeth II is longer 
than that of any other king or 
queen in Britain’s millennium of 
monarchy. Coronated in 1952 
after the death of her father, King 
George VI, Elizabeth, who is now 
89 years old, has sat on the British 
throne for 63 years, plus an ev-
er-increasing number of days. The 
record had previously been held 
by Queen Victoria, who between 
1837 and 1901 ruled over her 
extensive empire for 63 years and 
216 days. 
     The Queen does not want to 
make a big deal of her accomplish-
ment, however, and she carried 
on with business as usual on that 
momentous Wednesday, traveling 
to Scotland to open a new railway. 
While there, she addressed her 
many admirers, thanking them for 
their “touching messages of great 

By: Alexis Oh

VOSH, like its sister clubs H2O 
For Life and BuildOn, is a service 
club at Abington Senior High. 
Volunteer Optometric Services to 
Humanity International special-
izes in getting glasses and vision 
care to those who don’t have easy 
access to them – an issue that has 
never crossed the minds of Abing-
ton students, with our abundance 
of eye doctors and glasses stores. 
VOSH has establishments all over 
the country, each of which adopts 

kindness,” but also making a point 
of saying that her record is “not 
one to which I have ever aspired.” 
Despite the Queen’s modesty, 
those around her have praised her 
many accomplishments. Prime 
Minister David Cameron de-
scribed her reign as “humbling,” 
and the First Minister of Scotland, 
Nicola Sturgeon, acclaimed the 
Queen’s “dedication, wisdom and 
exemplary sense of public service.”
The British people, too, have been 
more than satisfied by her work 
and service to their nation. Still, 
as Queen Elizabeth insists, it was 
mere chance that she should set 
such a record. According to her 
former press secretary, Dickie 
Arbiter, "She was asked to do a job 
of work, and she will do a job of 
work until she dies. The fact that 
she's exceeding Victoria's reign, 
it's just the way it's fallen into 
place."

Elizabeth II Surpasses Record

a different part of the world to 
help. They assist their designated 
location until those places are in-
dependent with their own trained 
eye doctors. Since Mrs. Rodgers 
founded the ASHS chapter in 
2000, we are one of the few high 
schools in the world that operate 
a VOSH club as a full-scale recy-
cling center. In the past, Abington 
students have visited Mexico, 
Guatemala, and Kenya twice each 
and are turning their attentions 
this year to Ghana. 

A Sketch of VOSH at ASHS
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By: Dennis Phan
There was a stampede in Saudi 
Arabia during one of the last ritu-
als of the Hajj, which is the annual 
Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca, that 
has killed more than seven hun-
dred people and injured nearly 
nine hundred others. It occurred 
on September 24, 2015 during the 
ritual in a tent city in Mina, which 
is around two miles from the holy 
site in Mecca. Hundreds have been 
killed over the past years during 
the same ceremony, and this inci-
dent came after a crane collapsed 
killing more than one hundred 
people at another Islamic holy 
spot, the Grand Mosque in Mec-
ca. This stampede is the deadliest 
catastrophe in Mina since 1990. 
The authorities have stated that 
the most recent death toll is 717, 
with 863 people wounded, but the 
numbers have been increasing 
gradually. Officials have deployed 
4,000 workers, along with 220 
ambulances and other vehicles, to 
Mina. 

By Martha Grace Shultes
On Wednesday, September 30, 
Hurricane Joaquin was strength-
ened to a Category 2 storm. 
Maximum sustained winds 
reached 105 mph and extended 
35 miles from the center of the 
storm over the Atlantic Ocean. 
The National Hurricane Center 
in Miami, Florida, predicted it 
would become a major storm 
within a few days. San Salvador, 
Cat Island, Eleuthero and Rum 
Cay were given a Hurricane 
warning and told to prepare for 
the worst. The Bahamas were 
also warned of the impending 
danger, as the storm was 95 
miles east of the central Baha-
mas and moving toward the 
southwest at 7 miles per hour. 
After the storm hit the Bahamas, 
it was predicted to turn north-
west towards the United States. 
Joaquin attacked the Bahamas 
with maximum sustained winds 
of 130 miles per hour. At 5 p.m. 
on October 1st, Hurricane Joa-

Deadly Stampede in 
Mecca During the Hajj

The public is debating the main 
reason for the stampede, and 
a definite explanation has not 
yet been made. Some sources 
state that the stampede occurred 
when two big crowds of pil-
grims intersected from different 
directions into the same street. 
Another source states that over-
crowding was an issue because 
there were over two million pil-
grims in Mecca. A third source 
states that the prince of the Saudi 
king caused the problem because 
his presence led to a change in 
the direction of the movement of 
the pilgrims. In addition, Iranian 
authorities announced that there 
was little hope of finding any of 
the country’s missing pilgrims 
alive. There were more than 
twenty countries from across 
Africa, Asia and the Middle East 
that reported having citizens 
killed in the stampede.

Hurricane Joaquin Drifts 
Away From Coast

quin was located traveling approx-
imately six miles per hour about 
15 miles northeast of Crooked 
Island, after it had passed Samana 
Cays, Bahamas. Forecasters were 
concerned about the how the 
storm might affect the east coast of 
the U.S., which was already suffer-
ing from heavy flooding from sep-
arate rain storms. Before it came 
up the east coast, Joaquin had 
been strengthened to a Category 
3 storm, with winds extending 45 
miles from the eye and going 125 
miles per hour. 
Once the storm gained momen-
tum, North Carolina, Maryland, 
and New Jersey declared an 
emergency. Soon, the storm had 
strengthened into a category 4 
storm. It hit the east coast over the 
weekend on Friday and Saturday. 
North Carolina was expected to 
take the worst of it. Full reports 
of the damage done to the Unit-
ed States are not yet complete. 
Despite previous predictions, in 
Abington, the heaviest it got was 
heavy rain and strong winds.
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SPORTS
By Orpha Alcin 
       Although some perceive 
golf as being uneventful, others 
find it exhilarating. Since he was 
a young kid, co-captain of the 
Abington golf team, Matthew 
Shur, has had a special love for 
the sport. Over the last couple of 
years Shur has not only fought to 
beat his personal records, but to 
break some of Abington’s current 
records as well. I sat down with 
him to discuss what has been 
happening so far this season. 

Orpha Alcin: What is your 
personal best of nine holes?

Matt Shur: For nine holes, I would 
say around a 33.

OA: Do you visualize anything 
before you take your stroke?

MS: I visualize where I want the 
ball to land.

OA: Do you hope to continue 
playing golf in college?

MS: If presented with the 
opportunity, I would love the 
chance to continue.

OA: Have you broken any records 
for Abington?

MS: Not yet but I’m playing my 
hardest. 

OA: If you could describe your 
season in one word what would it 

be and why?

MS: Exciting, because of the 
intensity and competitive nature 
of the matches I’ve played.

OA: Which professional golfer 
that you look up to?

MS: Definitely Jordan Spieth. 

OA: What is the team’s record for 
this season thus far?

MS:  The team record is 6-6; 
however, my personal record is 
12-0.

OA: What is the average time of a 
match? 

MS: One match can last anywhere 
between two and two and a half 
hours. 

OA: Do you have any goals for the 
rest of the season?

MS: In the future, I hope the team 
can make it to regionals, or even 
states! 

I would like to thank Matt for 
taking the time to sit down and 
talk with me and I would also 
encourage everyone to root on 
the golf team in the future. They 
clearly dedicate a lot of time and 
energy into the sport and are 
not always properly recognized. 
Individually, Matt scored well 
at the Suburban One League 

Abington Golf: An Interview 
with Co-Captain Matt Shur

By Dennis Pham

It is the beginning of another 
school year at Abington, and it is 
also time for a new chess season to 
begin. The chess team is separated 
into two categories: the club and 
the team. Chess club starts from 
the beginning of September to 
the end of October, followed by 
competitive play. The Chess club 
then returns around April or May. 
The Chess club has sessions on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays in room 
219 and everyone is welcome 
to play chess there. Chess team 
tryouts start around late October 
and Simmons, who is the chess 
coach, is planning to accept 
around twelve people. 

The chess team trains for the 
chess season thatusually lasts 

Abington Chess Checks In
from November to March. The 
team competes in theLower Bucks 
County Scholastic Chess League 
that features teams from Bucks 
and Montgomery Counties, 
and it always strives for victory. 
Abington went 14-1 in league 
play last year.  The chess team also 
goes to State and National events 
that pit Abington students against 
almost chess players across the 
state and nation, respectively. Last 
year, the Abington chess team 
performed exceptionally and 
broke many of its’ own records, 
winning three of the six first-place 
titles at states and three first-place 
trophies at nationals. This year, 
the Abington chess team wishes to 
have another great season.

By Rachel Rawdin

Abington has always had many 
remarkable athletes, however, 
not all of them receive the 
proper acknowledgement they 
deserve. With that in mind, 
the Abingtonian has decided 
to recognize a different student 
every month as the “Athlete of the 
Month.”.This month, we would 
like to acknowledge senior cross-
country runner Jacob Good for his 
remarkable accomplishments.

Jacob Good has been running 
track since elementary school, 
but it was not until freshman year 
that he began running distance for 
cross-country. As a lead member 
of the cross-country team, he and 

the Ghosts have accomplished 
various notable achievements 
such as beating rivals Cheltenham 
in a dual meet. In addition, the 
team placed third overall at the 
Abington Invitational for cross-
country, a feat that has not been 
achieved for many years. On the 
topic of the Abington Invitational, 
this year, Jacob Good became the 
first ever Abington student to win 
the Varsity race. Good was able 
to do such by running a 5K in 
only 16 minutes and 28 seconds. 
According to Jacob, his specialty 
race is the mile because it is his 
“favorite race and he hopes to 
set a new school record with his 
time.” Good has since said that his 
goals for the rest of the season are 
for the team to make it to states 

and for him to break Abington’s 
current school record for the 5K. 
This record currently stands as just 
shy of 16 minutes. When asked 
what he thinks about as he runs, 
Good responded, “The thing I 
think about the most though is 
God. He gives me the strength to 
push through the pain and I try 
to glorify him after every race.” 
Good has come out and said that 
he has been speaking with several 
coaches of college cross-country 
teams and hopes to continue to 
run at a Division I college.

We wish Jacob the best of luck 
with his goals, his future, and the 
rest of his season. If you see him, 
be sure to congratulate him for 
all of his recent accomplishments. 
We would like to thank Jacob for 
his time answering our questions 
and also for his dedication to the 
Abington track and cross-country 
teams.

Abington Athlete of the 
Month: Jacob Good
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By Alice Gao

For over four years, the great  
majority of the American public 
were blind to the massive numbers 
of people attempting to escape 
from Syria and other war-torn 
countries in the Middle East. After 
all, it seemed on the surface that 
the refugee crisis did not affect the 
United States, it was rarely talked 
about on the news channels, 
and politicians in Washington 
almost never brought it up. It was 
not until the past few months 
when public opinion began to 
change. When the news outlets 
reported on people trying to 
jump on trucks and trains in an 
attempt to reach Britain caught 
public attention, we called it a 
migrant crisis. Then we saw the 
huge number of people waiting 
for registration after arriving in 
Greece or Italy, and we said it was 
Europe’s problem. When we saw 
the pictures of the lifeless body 
of a six-year old Syrian boy who, 
along with his mother and brother, 
drowned in the Mediterranean Sea 
and washed up on Turkey’s shore, 
we finally began talking about 
the crisis as what it really is: a 
refugee crisis and a humanitarian 
catastrophe. 

The human cost of the refugee 
crisis is staggering. A majority 
of refugees are Syrians fleeing 
the violence and brutality of a 
messy civil war between Assad’s 
government and many rebel 
groups, including ISIS. Since 
the beginning of the conflict in 
2011, more than 4 million people, 
over one-fifth of Syria’s total 
population, are now refugees, 
while 6.5 million more are region’s 
smallest countries where the 
already weak infrastructure and 
financial resources are being 
stretched to a breaking point. 
In Lebanon, one out of every 
five people is a refugee while the 
fourth largest city in Jordan is a 
sprawling refugee camp where 
most people live in tents. Most 
of these people are legally not 
allowed to work and live on UN 
programs, the resources of which 
are being stretched to the breaking 
point. The estimated number of 
refugees arriving in Europe is at 
an estimated 310,000 so far this 
year, up from 219,000 in 2014. 
Over 3,000 people have drowned 
attempting to make the risky 
Mediterranean crossing. 

United States Must Accept 
More Syrian Refugees

For most, the dream destination 
is Germany. Some wish to join 
relatives who have already made 
the journey, while others say it is 
the country they will most likely 
be accepted in. When Germany 
opened its borders to those 
stuck on the Hungarian border, 
masses of Germans arrived at 
train stations to greet the refugees 
and donate basic necessities. 
Among refugees and migrants, 
many call German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel “Mama Merkel,” 
for her show of compassion and 
willingness to take in refugees. 
Germany has said that they will 
take in around 800,000 people this 
year alone. While some other EU 
countries like the UK (sometimes 
unwillingly) take in much smaller 
numbers , Germany has become a 
beacon of hope and compassion. 

 As of September 17th, the US 
government has expressed plans 
to accept up to 10,000 Syrian 
refugees. Nevertheless, some argue 
that the US simply cannot afford 
to resettle more, and that they will 
weaken the economy and “steal” 
our jobs. Many seem to forget 
that America has successfully 
accepted hundreds of thousands of 
refugees before. After World War 
II, the US took in 400,000 Eastern 
Europeans.  When Fidel Castro 
came into power, 650,000 Cubans 
resettled, mostly in Florida. 
Following the Vietnam War, 
120,000 refugees came to the US. 

As a country that prides itself 
on being the champion of 
humanitarian causes, the United 
States needs to not only follow 
Germany’s example, but to also 
lead and to contribute so much 
more to help alleviate the suffering 
of millions of innocent people. As 
the richest country in the world 
and one that spends as much 
on our defense budget as the 
next 13 countries combined, it is 
disgraceful for us to hide away in 
the face of a global humanitarian 
crisis. The United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees has 
suggested for the US to take in 
120,000 Syrians by the end of next 
year. 120,000 is the least we, as a 
nation, can do. After all, it is time 
for us to live up to those words 
engraved on the Statue of Liberty 
and to welcome those in need with 
open arms.

In the meantime, you can help 
by donating to the UN Refugee 
Agency at donate.unhrc.org

By Lily Sal

Donald Trump is leading 
the polls in the Republican 
primary election, and I refuse to 
understand why. At first, I thought 
Trump a sad joke. As time wore 
on, I realized with dismay that he 
is a serious candidate. The man 
who has declared he would like to 
build a wall between the United 
States and Mexico is leading the 
polls. Looking back, the Berlin 
Wall was not a good thing, and 
the Great Wall of China was 
eventually overcome, even without 
modern technology. 

Trump has remarked that he “used 
the system” to his advantage, 
as if he should be lauded and 
recommended for office. Another 
reason Trump should not even be 
thought of as a viable candidate 
for president is his lack of 
knowledge on foreign affairs. For 
those who want America to have 
a provincial mindset steering 
the country, Trump might seem 
slightly appealing, but the global 
community of today requires 
someone who can navigate the 
different cultures around the 

world with tact and diplomacy.

Besides his lack of thoughfulness, 
his action in calling certain 
children “anchor babies” is 
offensive to any child or parent. 
The term reduces children to 
merely a way to get access to 
resources. They are no longer 
people. They are compared to the 
inanimate anchor, making them 
objects to be discussed and dealt 
with, rather than people to be 
treated with the respect for human 
life that many Republicans display 
frequently. However, even if his 
terminology was not terrible, 
Trump’s treatment of women 
is degrading and unacceptable. 
There are many well-known 
stories of Mr. Trump saying or 
insinuating uneducated, rude, and 
degrading things about women. 

Overall, Trump should be 
considered a joke of a candidate 
for numerous reasons, only a few 
of which have been explored here.  
I hope his candidacy ends soon, 
but, if he advances to the general 
election,  I truly fear for America’s 
future. 

Donald Trump: Candidate 
or CandiDON’T?
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OCTOBER HOROSCOPE

AQUARIUS (1.20 - 2.18)

Try to be more careful and patient 
this time of the year. Doing so 
may bring success and triumph. If 
you are currently single, October 
is the perfect month to find 
someone new! If you are stuck in 
the past about your ex, it is time 
to move on. If you are currently 
in a relationship, there might 
be a little trouble between you 
two. One mistake may hurt your 
relationship, so be careful of what 
you say or do. 

Lucky Place:Audion  
Lucky Colors: Navy and White

PISCES (2.19 - 3.20)

October is when you will receive 
the best results in any type of 
physical activity or any school 
work. Just don’t forget to do what 
you need to do. If you manage 
your schedule well this month, 
you will get better results than 
anyone else. If you are currently 
single, you might want to ask 
people around you to find 

someone for you. Try meeting 
someone new through your 
friends. If you are currently in a 
relationship, show a different side 
of yourself to your boyfriend/
girlfriend. 

Lucky place: Library  
Lucky Colors: Yellow and Red

ARIES (3.21 - 4.19)

You will definitely need a 
notebook with you all the time 
because you will be full of new 
and interesting ideas this month. 
The problems you couldn’t solve 
normally will be solved easily. If 
you are single, sorry. It looks like 
you will be lonely this month. But 
when you do meet someone, have 
an open-mind, it could change 
things around. If you are currently 
in a relationship, don’t expect 
too much from your girlfriend/
boyfriend. Stop picking on 
small issues and don’t take small 
disagreements too seriously:it 
could lead to a break-up. 

Lucky place: Cafeteria B  
Lucky Colors: Blue and Black

TAURUS (4.20 - 5.20)

Be sure to be polite and watch 
what you say to others. Stop 
interrupting others when they 
are talking; it’s just rude. Respect 
others and be humble if you 
want to be successful. If you are 
currently in a relationship, watch 
out. A little argument could lead 
to a big fight. If you are currently 
single, you might be hurt by your 
bae. 

Lucky place: Auditorium 
Lucky Colors: White and Pink

GEMINI (5.12 - 6.21)

October would be a good month 
for you to take your time and 
organize your surroundings. Have 
a moment to take a step back and 
think deeply about yourself. Try 
to spend more time with your 
family and your closest friends. If 
you are currently in a relationship, 
plan a secret event for your loved 
one. It will definitely melt your 
girlfriend’s/boyfriend’s heart. If 
you are single, you might face a 
movie-like moment. If someone 
random starts talking to you, don’t 
be afraid and have an open-mind. 

Lucky place: Music Wing 
Lucky colors: Brown and Blue

CANCER (6.22 - 7.22)

Have some confidence in yourself. 
If you make a little mistake, just 
let it go. Stop putting yourself in 
the past. Best results will occur 
if you stay confident. If you are 
single, look out! Someone might 
walk into your love life out of 
nowhere. If you are currently in a 
relationship, always keep in touch. 
Talk to each other more and try to 
learn more about each other. 

Lucky place: Gym  
Lucky colors: Black and Gray

LEO (7.23 - 8.22)

Try to keep calm. Don’t bother 
dealing with someone who tries 
to upset you; just walk away. If 
you control your emotions well, 
there will be luck. If you are single, 
try meeting someone who is an 
Aquarius or a Sagittarius. Look 
for someone who you can really 
connect to. If you are currently 
in a relationship, express your 
emotions and opinions. Stop 
lying and just tell your girlfriend/
boyfriend how you really feel. Be 
honest with each other. 

Lucky place: Parking Lot 
Lucky colors: Red and Pink

(continued on back page)

By Nick Ehly

Pixar’s latest film, Inside Out, hit 
theatres this past June, and with 
it came not only children who 
begged their parents to take them, 
but also the older, avid fans who 
have adored Pixar for years. With 
its superb cast, hilarious dialogue, 
and emotional messages about 
growing up, Inside Out was hands 
down the best film of summer, in 
addition to being Pixar’s best film 
in years. 

The story centers on an eleven-
year-old named Riley, voiced 
by Kaitlyn Dias, and the five 
emotions that control her life: 
Joy, Sadness, Anger, Disgust, 
and Caution. Joy, voiced by Amy 
Poehler, has been doing a great 
job of keeping Riley happy for 
all of her life, but an unexpected 
move from the familiar Midwest 
to the isolated San Francisco has 
Sadness, voiced by Phyllis Smith, 

Inside the Most Outrageous 
Film of the Summer!

The Abingtonian Reads the 
Stars: October Horoscopes!

taking control. Inside Riley’s mind, 
Joy finally cracks when she sees 
that Riley has a core memory (the 
important memories that define 
who we are) develop from sadness 
for the first time. While trying to 
dispose of this memory, Joy causes 
Sadness and herself to fall out of 
the “control center” of the mind 
and into the unknown. 

The plot of the movie has Joy and 
Sadness explore the other areas 
of Riley’s mind, attempting to 
get back to their stations before 
the other emotions have Riley 
make a huge mistake. Though 
Sadness’s witty comments were 
many viewers’ favorite aspect, 
the heart of the film rests in the 
moment when Joy realizes that life 
is not just about happy moments, 
and that many times sadness has 
a great impact upon those happy 
moments. Inside Out proves an 
instant classic, depicting the most 
emotional facets of growing up. 
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By Melissa Denish

People do many things over the 
summer. Some watch television, 
play video games, eat junk food, 
and barely ever leave the house. 
Other people spend their whole 
summer at a friend’s home, almost 
joining a new family, for those 
three months. Still others go 
camping, go swimming, and go 
hiking in the outdoors, spending 
their time out of their houses 
and in the wild. However, most 
people probably participate in a 
mixture of these activities over 
June, July, and August. I did 
many things over the summer, 
including watching Criminal 
Minds obsessively, spending about 
a month away at overnight camp, 
and seeing friends here and there. 
However, I also went to Europe, a 
cultural experience that I highly 
recommend to anyone.

What do you think of when 
Europe comes to mind? 
Beaches?Different accents or 
languages?Museums and Tours? 
Of course, all of these things can 
be found across Europe. Europe 
is vast, with many countries, such 
as Italy, France, Belgium, and 
many others. I visited three main 
countries in Europe, all different 
in their own unique ways.

First up was Iceland. Technically, 
I was there on a layover, but I did 
spend most of a day there. To clear 
up this stereotype, Iceland is not 
a nomadic land with sparse plants 

and ancient huts. It is a beautiful, 
clean country. Iceland has a 
unique currency, and the country 
even includes these special little 
birds called puffins. It is expensive 
in Iceland, I will not lie. However, 
the air is cleaner and more pure 
there than I have ever experienced 
before.

My next destination was London, 
a large city in the UK. If you have 
ever gone to New York City before, 
you will have experienced partly 
what London is like. London is 
a big city, with many buildings 
and places to go.Cars zoom this 
way and that, with taxis helping 
people get from place to place. 
There are also a couple tourist bus 
companies, which are extremely 
helpful. They drop people off at 
different key places throughout 
London. I did not go on the tube, 
a well-known transportation 
system there, but a couple other 
members of my family did while 
visiting the Wimbledon tennis 
courts. While they went there, 
I walked to Buckingham palace 
with my mother. The palace was 
gorgeous. Although the Queen 
was not there at the time of our 
visit, we had a lovely audio tour 
throughout many rooms in the 
building. The old architecture, 
paintings, and items throughout 
the palace really showed how 
exquisite it was. London was also 
extremely expensive, and there 
were more smokers there than 
I have ever seen in one place. 

Those people congregate outside 
of building after building, making 
the air smell like smoke.

This was not the only smoker-
friendly place I traveled to, 
however. My next destination also 
had that inherent problem.

I went to Switzerland next, and 
yes, they do have a problem with 
the amount of smokers. That said,

Switzerland was my favorite 
country that I visited on this 
trip. In case you did not know, 
multiple languages are spoken in 
Switzerland. French and German 
are spoken in different places. 
Luckily, I got the opportunity to 
practice my French there. Even 
if I did not understand certain 
things, natives were willing to help 
left and right. People were also 

extremely friendly, a similarity 
Switzerland shares with London. 
A place I visited in Switzerland, 
Montreux, may already be familiar 
to you. There is a famous jazz 
festival held there, with many big 
name performers that come and 
show off their talents. Montreux 
was absolutely stunning, with 
beautiful mountain views.

What did I learn on this trip? 
Parts of Europe may be extremely 
expensive and full of smokers. But,

America is not the only “normal” 
country in the world. Europe is 
also culturally unique, with kind 
individuals andinteresting places 
to go, something everyone should 
have a chance to visit.

Europe: What A Vacationer 
Can Report Back to You

Hey word puzzle lovers! Frustrated with life? Well, sit back, relax, and 
fill out a wordlink. You play by creating a chain of compound words 
from the first word all the way to the last. The first and second word 

link to make a compound word, like in this example: Guitar and string 
connect to make guitar string, string links with band to make string 

band, and band and camp link to form band camp. Some of the words 
even have letters filled in to help you out!

Think you solved the puzzle? Print your name at the bottom, cut out 
your completed wordlink, and drop it off at the Wordlink box sitting on 

the Abingtonian box in the library. YOU WILL BE ENTERED INTO 
A DRAWING TO WIN A PRIZE! Winners will be announced on the 

afternoon announcements! Best of luck!

BREAKING
__ __ W __
__ __ P __ R
T __ __ __
__ __ __

__ O __ __
S __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

__ __ __ M __
W __ __ __ __ __

OPPONENT

NAME:____________________

WORDLINK
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VIRGO (8.23 - 9.22)

Congrats! Everything should work out smoothly for you this month. 
If there was something that wasn’t working out for the past months, try 
to have some closure this month. People who are close to you may help 
out with the problems you have. If you are single, try to make a good 
first impression to others by dressing up well. If you are currently in 
a relationship, there’s a 50% chance that you will take a step towards a 
deeper relationship and 50% chance that you will break up. If you do 
break up, don’t be so sad. There’s always an end to a start. 

Lucky place: Cafeteria B Lucky colors: Navy and Gray

LIBRA (9.23 - 10.22)

Do what you truly want to do and don’t let other people’s opinions stop 
you from what you are doing. It’s great that you think about others 
but don’t be too nice to everyone. It’s time to get a little selfish and 
think about yourself. Make sure to say what you want to say and take 
care of yourself. If you are single, it’s a possibility that you will be in a 
relationship with someone you already know so look out! If you are 
currently in a relationship, remember that you have someone you love 
next to you. Be careful not to cheat on your girlfriend/boyfriend so 
watch your actions. 

Lucky place: Stage  Lucky colors: Sky Blue and Pink

SCORPIO (10.23 - 11.21)

Don’t get so stressed out! Make sure to relieve your stress and let 
yourself relax. Also don’t be so nosy and just focus on your own work. If 
you are single, there will be a time for you to make a decision between 
two people who are fighting over you. It could be a stressful situation or 
a happy situation. Be sure to make smart choices! If you are currently in 
a relationship, express to your boyfriend/girlfriend how important he/
she is to you. 

Lucky place: Social Study Wing  Lucky colors: Pink and White

SAGITTARIUS (11.22 - 12.21)

I hope you are a responsible person because this month, you are going 
to deal with lots of events that require your responsibility. Don’t try 
to work everything out at once and try to do one by one. Don’t give 
up and keep working! If you are single, look for a person who’s very 
gentle and warm to you. Don’t choose a guy/girl just because he/she is 
good looking. Remember, personality is important too. If you are in a 
relationship, be there for your girlfriend/boyfriend. They might have 
concerns or problems that they are afraid to talk about. 

Lucky place: Science Wing   Lucky colors: Purple and Black

CAPRICORN (12.22 - 1.19)

You will be going through many thoughts about your future. It’s possible 
that you might be super stressed this month so try to calm yourself. 
Don’t be focusing on work 24/7 and make sure to give yourself some 
breaks for fresh air. If you are in a relationship, be honest with each 
other. Lying to each other about how you feel will create a problem later 
on. If you are single, I’m sorry. It looks like there won’t be anyone to 
start a relationship with. But hey, depending on what you do, it could be 
a different story. 

Lucky place: Main Staircase   Lucky colors: Orange and Black

Horoscopes, Continued: Cartoon by Jonathan Sherwood

Will the Students Ever Defeat
the Teachers in Tug-O’-War?


